Public Notice No: Infra/NGPL/132/H-ENERGY/KIPL/01/18

The Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board has received Expression of Interest (EoI) in terms of Regulation 4(1) of the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (Authorizing Entities to Lay, Build, Operate or Expand Natural Gas Pipelines) Regulations, 2008 from M/s. H-Energy Private Limited to lay, build, operate or expand Natural Gas Pipeline from Kukrahati, East Midnapore District, West Bengal to Itinda, North 24 Parganas District, West Bengal.

The details of the aforesaid proposed project as submitted by the entity in the format as per schedule “A” of the aforesaid Regulations and the map depicting the route proposed by the entity for laying, building, operating or expanding Natural Gas Pipeline are available at the website of the PNGRB: www.pngrb.gov.in under the scrolling window ‘what’s new’.

In terms of Regulation 5(1) of the aforesaid Regulations, the Board announces commencement of the public consultation process and solicits views in writing from any person or entity on the said EoI, within 30 days of publication of this public notice in the newspaper. The views may be submitted in the prescribed format (available on PNGRB’s website) to the Secretary, PNGRB either through e-mail at secretary@pngrb.gov.in or through post at aforesaid address.

Additional Adviser (AK)
Format for submission of views on the Expression of Interest for
<Name of the Pipeline (*)>

Views in respect of the Expression of Interest | <Indicate reference of the EOI>
--- | ---
1 | Name of the entity / person
2 | Complete address
3 | E-mail ID/ telephone / fax
4 | Identification proof (in case of an individual person)
5 | Views and suggestions related to:
   a) | Natural Gas Pipelines proposed by the entity for laying, building, operating or expanding Natural Gas Pipeline.
   b) | Other aspects of the proposal
   c) | Any other issue

(*) To be separately submitted for each pipeline.

Date:

Place:

Name and Signature of Entity/ Individual Person
Official Seal (in case of Entity)